April 2022

Week Four

K-1st Grade

Hope is believing that something good
can come out of something bad
Matthew 7:7
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What Do You
Want to Know?

Knock, Knock

Check out this week’s verse. Practice it a few times

Do you ever have questions that you don’t know the

and then grab a friend. Find a room in your house

answer to? Talk with a friend or adult around you

with a door. Close the door with one of you on

about some questions you would have for God if

either side of it. Take turns knocking on the door

He was sitting with you! These can be big questions

and saying your verse to each other. After the last

like, “Do you really know how many hairs are on

word of the verse, open the door and make a silly

my head?” Or a silly question like, “How did you

face at the other person! Take turns playing until

come up with the idea for a laughing hyena?”

one of you is tired from laughing.

KNOW that God has the answers to all your

LISTEN for God to answer your questions.

questions!
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Big Questions

The Question
Hotline

Talk to God today about some big questions that

Play a game of telephone with some friends.

questions and that He will answer them when the

Have the first person ask a question instead of a

time is right. Pray something like this:

you might have. Know that He is bigger than your

statement. If someone in your group can answer
the question do a little dance! Keep playing until

“Dear God, Thank You for all You do for me. I

everyone has had a chance.

have learned so much about You but I still have
questions. God, remind me to go to You with my

ASK your questions about God to a friend!

questions. I know that sometimes I will have to wait
but I know that I can trust You while I wait for an
answer. I love You God, amen.”

Whatever happens,
remember God is bigger
than your questions.
A Devotional on Hope

THANK God for answering the questions that
you have.

There’s More!
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